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“””The Avengers are really terrifying! Knowing that I will definitely participate, and I will be
alone.”””

“””The enemy and opponent will always know you! They will ponder you every day!”””

Levi Garrison shook his head helplessly.

The Avengers are terrible.

Especially this action.

Be honest and express your intentions directly.

“You know the danger, but you must participate.”

“When he retires, Erudia retires.”

That is absolutely impossible.

“The Avengers anticipated this, and planned this matter openly.”

The most important thing is to stipulate that this forum will only have one person from each
country.ÿm.bg.

“Obviously, it is aimed at the word side by side king.”

Can’t answer?

“Yes, it’s dangerous.”



“If you don’t pick up, Erudia is a tortoise with a shrunken head.”

“””Hallmaster still think twice! We try our best to think of countermeasures and retreat to
ensure nothing is lost!”””

“””For example, the Zhentian Temple sneaks into and follows! The Western Shu family also
sent masters to sneak into…”””

Several people from the Western Heavenly King persuaded.

“Levi Garrison shook his head: “”No! Only one person from each country can go to the
Oriental Continent Forum this time! How can I let people follow? This will make Erudia talk
about it!”””

“””What’s more, I don’t want the Zhentian Temple to be exposed for the time being, let alone
let people know that the Western Shu gate clan is also under my control!”””

“””So the lord, you insist on going alone?”””

Everyone swallowed fiercely.

“””Well, I have decided! I have already reported to Messiah!”””

“””Besides, you don’t believe in my strength?”””

Levi Garrison looked calm.

“””We believe in your strength…but…”””

Everyone still has a sentence in their hearts.

“””There is no but!”””

Levi Garrison smiled.

“But in fact, he had no bottom in his heart.”

This time the Avengers and the enemy are against him.



They will use all their power and resources to kill themselves.

“He himself is isolated and helpless overseas, and he can only get out with his hands.”

Never take a step back…

He probably won’t come back…

He was really not sure.

This is the greatest difficulty he has faced in history.

It is more than a hundred times more difficult than the previous Blood King Palace and
Watanabe Tenichi’s target…

“””Don’t worry, I will be back!”””

Levi Garrison was ready to go.

“But before going, he has to tell Zoey, Levilia, and his mother.”

In case you can’t come back…

In the ancestral home of the Lopez family.

“Seeing Levi coming, everyone was very surprised.”

“””Levi Garrison, you came to die sincerely? Last time Elder Tang let you go, how dare you
come?”””

Songkui and others stopped him immediately.

“””I just want to see Zoey and Levilia, get out of the way if you know, otherwise don’t blame
me for killing!”””

Levi Garrison was cold.

“””Just you want to kill us? Are you looking for death?”””



“””Let me see how you kill?”””

…

Songkui wanted to do something against Levi Garrison.

“””Wait!”””

“At this time, Zoey ran out holding Levilia.”

“””Levilia, come, father hug!”””

“””In the future, when my father is away, listen to what my grandma and mother have to
say!”””

“””Zoey, take good care of Levilia and mother!”””

…

“Levi Garrison embraced Levilia, Zoey and Zhou Yingying successively.”

“””Ok?”””

Several people were stunned.

What is Levi Garrison doing?

“Hearing this tone, it seemed like a parting of life and death.”

“””You…what are you doing?”””

“Zoey asked, holding back his tears.”

“””I’m leaving North Hampton temporarily! But don’t worry, I will take you home in March!”””

Levi Garrison said.

“””Hahaha, the traitor is going to run away? Are you leaving Erudia?”””



“””I was right, I just want to escape overseas!”””
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Seeing Levi Garrison’s silence.

Everyone said one after another.

…

Everyone says as ugly as they are.

“After all, there is a lot of rumors about Levi Garrison being a traitor.”

“””Tell me, are you going overseas?”””

Zoey said.

Looking at Levi Garrison unbearably.

“Levi Garrison nodded: “”Yes, not wrong!”””

“””Hahahaha…”””

“””Obviously I’m going to run away, so fresh and refined?”” mi.ÿc”

“””Traitor! Erudia’s traitor, you must die!”””



…

Hearing Levi Garrison’s personal confession.

Everyone became more angry.

Speaking and penalizing.

“””Trust me, I can’t betray Erudia!”””

Levi Garrison took Zoey’s hand.

“””Bah, who would believe your nonsense! It’s just a trickster!”””

“””I really want to kill you!”””

…

“Zoey ignored the others and nodded: “”Well, I believe you! Levilia and mother have me here!
Don’t worry, go!”””

“””Okay, then I’m leaving!”””

“In fact, Levi Garrison was very reluctant to give up.”

“Especially after seeing his wife, daughter and mother.”

“But for Erudia, he must go.”

“Everyone first, then there is a small family.”

How can the great Xia Yangyang country be afraid to go?

“””Wait, do you a traitor want to run? We just won’t let you run!”””

“””We are going to catch you, a traitor, and hand it over to the people involved!”””

Songkui immediately stopped Levi Garrison.



“””What are you doing?”””

“At this time, the emperor of Xishu came out.”

“””Old Tang, this traitor is going to escape abroad, he himself admitted, shall we arrest
him?”””

Songkui asked for instructions.

“””roll!”””

The Western Shu Emperor pushed Songkui aside.

“Levi Garrison looked at the Emperor Xishu and Tang Yanran with a smile and said, “”Wait, I
will definitely come and pick up my wife and daughter in March!”””

“””Well, I want to see how you can take your wife and daughter away?”””

The Western Shu Emperor said this sentence in a cold sweat.

“Later, Levi Garrison left.”

The Lopez and Black family did not understand what the Western Shu Emperor did.

Why are you so tolerant of Levi Garrison and let him leave?

Shouldn’t it be caught?

“After Levi Garrison left, he never looked back.”

“He was afraid that once he turned his head, he would never be able to do without.”

He then went all the way to the capital.

In the manor somewhere in the capital.

Black Phoenix and Black Tiger gathered together.



“””Hahaha, just a message from the leader, he is fully prepared! As long as the king goes
side by side, there is absolutely no possibility of surviving!”””

“””This time all the major forces are paying the price to kill the King of One Word! So even if
you give everything, you must kill him overseas!”””

Black Phoenix laughed.

“Heihu people were extremely excited: “”This is great, now because of the incident of Levi
Garrison being designated as a traitor, it has had a huge impact on Erudia!”

“If the King of One Word is killed again, then the blow to Erudia would be too great!ÿImagine
all excited!ÿ”””

“””Yeen, it’s wrong! This time, Tianluodiwang and countless masters of the hidden world are
waiting for the word to be king. How can he be strong alone?”””

“””The leader plans everything personally, and Wang Zhen has a little chance of surviving
side by side!”””

…

After Levi Garrison came to the capital.

“Xingguo, where the Oriental Continent Forum is held, sent someone to pick him up.”

“After all, according to the rules, there is only one person from each country.”

“Levi Garrison wears a Yanlong mask, a Yanlong sword on his back, and a Yanlong ring.”

Carrying a Great Xia Dragon Banner!

one person.

One sword.

One flag.



“Erudia is him, he is Erudia!”

“If the flag does not fall, Erudia will not fall.”
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“””One word side by side, Erudia can’t provide you with any help this time!”””

“””Everything is up to you alone! The other party is expected to know the style of Erudia as a
great country!”””

“””It’s better to die in battle, Erudia’s dignity can’t be lost! No matter what moment, Erudia
Dragon Banner can’t fall.”””

“””If you don’t come back, please rest assured, your mother, wife and daughter will be taken
care of by Erudia!”””

…

“Before leaving, Messiah exhorted Levi Garrison a few words.”

“””salute!”””

Everyone saluted and watched Levi Garrison board the plane.

“After listening to Messiah’s instructions, Levi Garrison had a bottom in his heart.”

At least there is no need to worry about how many people Zoey…



“On the plane, several Star Country people saw Levi Garrison, and everyone smiled
triumphantly.ÿ..”

“””Erudia is indeed a big country, and Dongfangzhou sets an example! We admire it!”””

“””I hope you can keep holding the Great Xia Dragon Banner not to fall…”””

“Although he was polite on the face, his eyes were full of murderous intent.”

“Jiulong Mountain, located in the depths of the star country, has a steep and complex
terrain, but hundreds of thousands of people have gathered here early.”

And the number is still increasing.

Seeing that this trend should be able to break through one million.

“They surrounded Jiulongshan with water, and they really did not even let a mosquito pass.”

This time is a real blockade.

Reflected in every corner.

“As long as you enter Jiulong Mountain, you definitely can’t get out.”

This is the terrifying killing game set up for Levi Garrison.

“In addition, Jiulong Mountain continues to be deployed and strengthened, their purpose is
to increase the success rate of killing.”

And this place is the location of the Forum of the Twenty-Eight Countries of Dongfangzhou.

No one knows what the specific content of this forum is…

“But the representatives of the twenty-seven countries have come here a long time ago, and
only the word side by side king of Erudia is left.”

“But everyone knows what the content of this forum is-the word “”Kill Erudia”” and the king.”



What makes people even more confusing is that it is obviously the forum of Dongfangzhou.

The war eagle country of Western Continent sent a great man to be knighted.

We also need to coordinate the globalization!

Let everyone in Dongfangzhou listen to them.

“Although everyone feels uncomfortable, they can only endure it.”

“This time, there were tens of thousands of masters who came to the Star Country in secret
from the Eagle Nation, covering masters in every field.”

This is Prince William’s promise to the Avengers.

What everyone thinks is that it is the leader of the Avengers who organizes everything
behind.

He didn’t even show his face at all.

“Star country time, eight o’clock in the morning.”

“The layout of the Avengers’ alliance with East Island, Star Country and Warhawk Country
and other major forces has been completely completed.”

Then wait for Levi to come…

“Soon, there was a message from the international community that all the representatives
of the 27 countries of the 28-nation Forum came together, leaving only one country behind.”

“After seeing the representative of Erudia appear, is Erudia scared?”

Flinched?

The star country sent a message again-the king of the word side by side is limited to reach
the forum location within six hours.

“Otherwise, it will be regarded as Erudia withdrawing and abstaining…”



“From then on, Erudia was the shame of Dongfang Zhou!”

“At this moment, the people of Erudia are surprisingly united, and they are all paying
attention to this matter.”

“Everyone wants to reach the king as soon as possible, and raise the country’s prestige!”

Levi Garrison didn’t understand what they wanted to do.

It was deliberately delaying his time so that he could not arrive at the forum at the latest or
at all.

The biggest difficulty he faces now is not leaving the star country alive.

How to reach the forum location within a limited time.

“One second later, Erudia will be insulted for one second…”
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Xingguo?s helicopter parked at the foot of the mountain far away from Jiulong Mountain.

“At a glance, the main peak of Jiulong Mountain towers into the clouds.”

It is estimated that it will take one day to walk normally.

Not to mention that Levi Garrison arrived in this situation now.

Only six hours.



“””One word side by side king, we only give you six hours! If you can’t reach the main peak,
we will directly treat it as Erudia abstaining!”””

“””Yes, the twenty-eight countries of Dongfang Continent are short of Erudia! How about the
demeanor of a big country? Can’t you come earlier?”””

“””We are waiting for you at the main peak, hoping to see you!”””

The envoys of the star country showed murderous intent and ridicule.

“In their opinion, even if Levi Garrison did not die, he would not come to the main peak
forum.”

There is no such possibility!ÿm.bg.

“Levi Garrison held the Erudia Dragon Banner, looked into the distance, and smiled and said:
“”Soon, you will see the Erudia Dragon Banner flying at the highest point!”””

“””Ok?”””

“Everyone was taken aback for a moment, and then burst into laughter.”

“You can’t even go, and you want to put the flag on the highest point?”

The star envoys left first.

“They even notified the front: “”The Erudia people are different from us. They will regard this
broken flag as more important than life!”””

“””When I will kill the king of the word side by side, destroy the Erudia Dragon Banner first!”””

Wrong!

Erudia people just put certain things more important than life.

“For example, the flag in Levi Garrison’s hands.”

This is the glory of Erudia and a symbol of national pride.



“In any case, the flag must be flown.”

“Holding the Erudia Dragon Banner, Levi Garrison took a deep breath and went straight to
Jiulong Mountain.”

Break into Longtan Tiger’s Den by yourself!

But there is Erudia behind him.

There is the belief of this nation…

“Expecting parents, wives and daughters…”

These will protect him!

“When Levi Garrison arrived in the Star Country, the eyes of the whole world were focused
here.”

Especially Erudia is even more anxious.

Everyone is paying attention to this matter.

“The people of Erudia even put aside everything they had on hand, waiting for the result.”

“””Erudia must win!”””

“””The dragon flag must be flying on the top of Jiulong Mountain!”””

“””Don’t let us down!”””

This is the cohesion of a big country…

“The Lopez and Black family had no tasks today, but they were silently waiting for the
message.”

This is the order of the Western Shu Emperor…

Use all resources to investigate the message from the star country.



They want to pray that the king must win one word side by side…

“””Don, don’t worry, we will definitely win today!”””

Songkui shouted with clenched fists.

“Although these people are unbearable, at this moment, I naturally hope that Erudia will win.”

“What’s more, the king of the word side by side is still the patron of the Western Shu family,
which is equivalent to their patron.”

“””Look at it? This is the gap! The king of the word side by side is going to the star country
alone for the glory of Great Xia!”””

“””Yes, it is said that Jiulong Mountain has ambushed millions of masters, waiting to kill the
king, but he is still not afraid!”””

“””Look at Levi Garrison again, or the God of War? In order to save his dog’s life, he betrayed
Erudia decisively and handed over the medicine!”””

“””The gap is too big? The king is the most important minister of the country! He is not even
a fart!”””

…

Everyone began to compare Levi Garrison and the word side by side king.

“””Yes, it’s the same to go overseas, leave Erudia, why is there such a big gap?”””

Meredith complained.

“””Ok?”””

Zoey was taken aback.

Why is it such a coincidence?

How about these two people going abroad at the same time?
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“Seeing the appearance of the masters, Levi Garrison showed a smile at the corner of his
mouth.”

“””Actually, I don’t know how strong I am after the transformation. I just want you to prove
it!”””

“””I hope I won’t die, I hope I’m strong enough to make you scared!”””

“Looking at the mountains and plains, the enemies appearing like a tide.”

Levi Garrison carried the banner and killed him without hesitation.

“Prince William of the Eagle Nation on the mountain in the distance saw this scene, and he
shook his head: “”I don’t understand why he came? Although I figured out that Erudia will
definitely let people come, I don’t understand this. What do you think? “””

He looked at the black dragon.

“Heilong smiled and said: “”This is brainwashing! Instill some absurd ideas from childhood!
What to fight for Erudia, what to sacrifice for Erudia…”””

“””In fact, this group of people is a group of machines in the end!”””

“Although Heilong is from Erudia, he will never understand such things as sense of mission
and national glory…”

This is also the reason why he betrayed Erudia now……..

“””Haha, a bunch of fools…”””

Prince William laughed.



“In their opinion, Erudia can not send people, isn’t it just reputation?”

How much is it worth?

This is the difference between Erudia people and them.

All things related to Erudia’s reputation.

I believe that every patriotic Erudia citizen is willing to spare his life to defend…

Erudia never had a time of fear.

There is no such thing as a deserter.

“””This trick can only be used on Erudia, and it is not for other countries.”””

The black dragon is watching the changes on the battlefield.

“””I would like to see how strong the One-Word Side by Side King is? But in the end he will be
consumed alive!”””

Heilong is very confident in this battle.

The game he set up himself.

More than a million masters have gathered.

“More than a million people, this is an unimaginable concept.”

“Even if this group of millions of people are unarmed ordinary people, let you kill, it is
estimated that you will be exhausted alive.”

The time will be as long as dozens of days.

Many knives are broken…

But they can’t stand and let you kill.



“Instead, they came to kill you.”

“Not to mention that these million people have no shortage of masters, many of them are
super fighters.”

“No matter how strong you are, more than a million people will exhaust you a little bit.”

“But the black dragon didn’t want to be consumed, he wanted to kill it directly.”

“Therefore, in this battle, he gathered all major forces to organize all master-level and
god-level powerhouses.”

He united with East Island and the Star Kingdom to invite all the hidden master-level experts
in the East Continent out of the mountain.

“Before the grandmaster-level powerhouses were hidden, they could not be seen at all.”

“But this time in order to kill Levi Garrison,”

It took an unimaginable price.

All the masters are invited out of the mountain.

“At present, there are a total of 538 grandmaster-level powerhouses!”

There are more than ten thousand god-level powerhouses!

“There are more than 100,000 king-level powerhouses!”

Others are also first-class masters.

“In order to give Erudia a painful blow, these forces took out all their heritage and
resources.”

Must be successful!

There can be no failure!



Everyone also understands how can you fail with this lineup?

Levi Garrison has entered a mortal game!

“It took six hours to kill in the hands of a million masters, not to die, but to reach the main
peak and insert the banner into the highest point.”

a task that can not be done??

Erudia Messiah knew this as well as everyone else.

The supreme existence of the king just now is about to fall.

“The strategy of the Avengers is perfect, and Erudia is dead, and he is a general…”

“One person is against a million army, no one has a bottom…”


